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malwarebytes premium doesnt come with browser guard, but the other technologies are there. it includes a signature scanner that uses a database of known samples to identify malware. malwarebytes uses mcafee's deepguard, which is a real-time engine capable of blocking the launch of any sites. it lets you manage protection across different devices, including pcs and mobile phones. the program
uses an architecture that aims to minimize each check, looking for a combination of features that give it a high level of protection. its also one of the few security products that fits on any platform. malwarebytes used to offer a free version that i eventually switched to once its no longer bundled with some malwarebytes premium editions. the free edition lacks some of the real-time security features and

relies on heuristic detection, but it includes a cloud database of known malware. malwarebytes also offers an enterprise edition, but i didnt encounter it in my testing. malwarebytes anti-malware is an excellent program that offers a comprehensive set of anti-malware features that are more than capable of cleaning up infestations even on windows 8 and 8.1. for $60, there's no reason not to give it a
try. when you call for an on-demand scan, you get a full threat scan by default, just as you do with malwarebytes free. in testing the free editions ability to clean up existing malware infestations, i found that the full scan averaged about 90 seconds. given the average for current products is over an hour, that's quite speedy. a full scan with malwarebytes premium on a system with no malware took
about a minute longer than the free editions average. its heuristic detection system flagged a half-dozen programs as malware, all of them testing utilities that i coded myself. this is a reasonable decision, given that the files are seen nowhere else, are not digitally signed, and perform actions such as launching dangerous urls. i told the scanner to always ignore these files, so it wouldnt derail my

testing.
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i would expect malwarebytes to perform well in the future, as the technology evolves. it includes a rather thorough set of features, including: dealing with registry keys, processes, and services recover files, folders, and drives detecting malware and suspicious programs block traffic that
could take control of your computer encryption if you're looking for an all-purpose protection tool, malwarebytes may be worth a look. but pay for the full version if you're counting on real-time protection, and want to see some of the latest innovations in protecting your data. the good news
is that malwarebytes has an anti-ransomware feature that is more or less on par with some of the big names. the bad news is that the free version doesn't include it. if you want real-time protection, you're going to have to pay for it. my malicious url blocking test starts with a feed of real-
world malware-hosting urls supplied by london-based mrg-effitas(opens in a new window). when i tested malwarebytes free, the browser guard extension proved extremely effective, blocking all access to 98% of the verified malware-hosting urls. like the real-time antivirus, it detailed its

reasons for blocking each url. in most cases, it reported the presence of a trojan, but for some, it reported riskware, phishing, or a suspicious download. it also blocked sites based on reputation, explaining that this refers to sites with little traffic and a known connection to malware. the major
new feature of malwarebytes anti-malware 5 is the blocklist. the blocklist is the core of any antivirus program; it's like a database of bad things to be prevented. when you get a new piece of software that you think might be a threat, malwarebytes should be able to tell you whether it's bad.

before malwarebytes 5, that database was static. it contained all of the malware we already knew about, and not much more. 5ec8ef588b
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